total energy and sustainability management

CARBON ACCOUNTING SOLUTIONS

The Ecova Carbon Accounting solution, Carbon Manager, helps
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Manager makes it simple to manage all of your domestic
and international emission activities and mitigation project
management efforts in the context of your corporate goals,

calculate their carbon emissions
in response to numerous and

all on one platform. This allows you to confidently identify,

varied carbon regulations. In

reduce and report emissions to your stakeholders.

addition, investors seeking

Our comprehensive solution doesn’t end with the data. Our

to understand the potential

team takes this information and provides business solutions,

risk and opportunities of their
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CARBON MANAGER

from companies. Similarly,

Carbon Manager is hosted on an integrated reporting platform
enabling easy access to your data for accurate and costeffective carbon accounting. At the most basic level, Ecova’s

consumers are increasingly
focusing on the commitments
and actions companies are

Carbon Manager provides your organization with accurate,

taking to document, disclose,

web-based carbon emissions reporting using globally

and mitigate their carbon impact.

accepted methodologies and greenhouse gas (GHG) emission
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factors. With this insight, Ecova can help you understand your
organizational impact.

Carbon Manager Features:
■ ■ Web-based

reporting and tracking of carbon emissions for
utility and fuel invoices

■ ■ Emissions

calculations based on globally accepted
methodologies and emission factors

■ ■ Trends

SEE MORE
Gain broad visibility into overall energy
consumption and the resulting carbon
emissions to enable data-driven decisions
about your sustainability programs.

and carbon-intensity reporting

■ ■ E asy

process to upload consumption activity for additional
emission activities

■ ■ E stablish

and monitor baselines, goals and targets down
to the site-level

■ ■ Forecasting

and scenario modeling tools

■ ■ Management

tools to track the efficacy of carbon
reduction projects, and the impacts of your carbon offsets
and renewable energy purchases

SAVE MORE
Reduce your business expenses and
reduce legislative risks by measuring and
evaluating carbon accounting.

■ ■ Integrated

reporting tools allowing for ease in disclosure to
external entities

■ ■ Semi-annual

newsletter highlighting your organization’s
carbon trends and industry-specific best practices

■ ■ Training

and consulting from our Carbon Accounting &

Advisory Solutions team

SUSTAIN MORE
Build lasting brand equity and enhance
your reputation through accurate and
verifiable carbon accounting.

Carbon Manager Plus Features:
Carbon Manager PLUS includes all the Carbon Manager
features in addition to these advisory solutions:
■ ■ Full

partnership with our Carbon Accounting & Advisory
Solutions team through the entire process

■■ 
D evelopment

and oversight of inventory management plans

■ ■ Robust

modeling of all energy consumption and emission
data gaps within the organizational boundary

■ ■ C omprehensive

annual GHG Report provided for
internal reports or push externally to voluntary agencies
and stakeholders

CONTACT US TODAY
Find out how we can put these
solutions to work for you.
800 791 7564
info@ecova.com
ecova.com

1313 N Atlantic St #5000 Spokane WA 99201
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